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PORTFOLIOS OR WAS  SIMPLY  THE BYPRODUCT OF OTHER PROGRAMS 4HE  RECENT 













REGIONAL  EFFORT  IN ,ATIN !MERICA  IN  THE  LATE  S  HAS  NOW BECOME  A 







  )N  THE  POSTu#OLD 7AR  ERA 53  FOREIGNPOLICY  DISCOURSE  HAS  CONSIS
TENTLY  UNDERSCORED  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  AID  DESIGNED  TO  FOSTER  DEMOCRACY 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0RESIDENTS "ILL #LINTON AND 'EORGE 7 "USH 











CY  PROMOTION  AND  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCE 
AS  THIS  ESSAY  FOCUSES  EXCLUSIVELY  ON  THE 
LATTER  $EMOCRACY  PROMOTION  REFERS  TO  AN  ARRAY  OF MEASURES  AIMED  AT 
ESTABLISHING STRENGTHENING OR DEFENDING DEMOCRACY IN A GIVEN COUNTRY 
3UCH MEASURES MAY  RANGE  FROM  DIPLOMATIC  PRESSURE  TO  CONDITIONALITY 
ON DEVELOPMENT AID TO ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND EVEN TO MILITARY INTER








MAGNITUDE  AND  DISTRIBUTION  OF  53  DEMOCRACY  ASSISTANCEvWHERE  ON 
WHAT AND IN WHICH QUANTITIES THESE FUNDS HAVE BEEN SPENTvHAS PREVENT




NEWLY  ASSEMBLED  DATASET  SHOWING  ALL  53  FOREIGNASSISTANCE  THROUGH 






  4HIS  ANALYSIS WILL  CLEAR  UP  AT  LEAST  SOME OF  THE  CONFUSION  AND  AM
BIGUITIES  THAT  CURRENTLY  MUDDY  THE  TOPIC  OF  53  DEMOCRACY  AID  4HE 
DATABASE WE USE TRACKS 53!)$ DEMOCRACYASSISTANCE FUNDS FROM  
TO  AND COMPRISES  RECORDS  THAT CAPTURE  THE COMPOSITION OF 
Because budgets reﬂect 
priorities it is fair to 
assume that if democ-
racy assistance is a 
top issue on the U.S. 
foreign-policy agenda

























OUTLAYS  IN  ALL  CATEGORIES OF 53!)$ ASSISTANCE  FOR  THE  SIXTEENYEAR PE
RIOD  )N  OUTLAYS  FOR $'  LAGGED  FAR BEHIND  THOSE  FOR  THE AGRICUL
TURE AND GROWTH HEALTH EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENT SECTORS "Y  





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALL  THOUGH  THERE APPEARS  TO BE SURPRISINGLY  LITTLE  REGIONAL VARIATION  IN 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE 
  9ET WHEN WE EXAMINE  THE  LAST COLUMN IN 4ABLE  WE SEE  THAT ON A 
PERCOUNTRY  BASIS  THE  DIFFERENCES  ARE  SHARP  %XCLUDING  THE  0ACIFICIS
LAND REGION OF /CEANIA !FRICAN COUNTRIES RECEIVED THE LOWEST ALLOCATION 









53  INVESTMENT  IN  DEMOCRACYvGARNERING    PERCENT  OF  THE  TOTAL  DE
MOCRACY ASSISTANCE BUDGET IN vIN THE YEARS SINCE THEN THE RELATIVE 
INVESTMENT IN DEMOCRACY IN THAT REGION HAS DECLINED SIGNIFICANTLY 4HIS 
PATTERN OF  SPENDING NO DOUBT  REFLECTS  THE  SUCCESS  THAT ,ATIN !MERICAN 




SAME  PERIOD	  4HUS  THE  REGIONqS  SHARE  OF  THE  TOTAL  $'  BUDGET  SHRANK 
CONSIDERABLY )N  AS COUNTRIES THAT HAD ONCE BELONGED TO THE 3OVIET 




BETWEEN    AND    DEMOCRACY  AID  BECAME MORE  EVENLY  DIVIDED 
AMONG MOST REGIONS /CEANIA EXCEPTED
  4HE WARS IN !FGHANISTAN AND )RAQ HAVE PRODUCED THE SHARPEST CHANGE 




%AST  IN     PERCENT  IN    AND  PERCENT  IN  	 ,IKEWISE 
DEMOCRACY FUNDING TO !SIA WHICH INCLUDES !FGHANISTAN INCREASED DRA
MATICALLY AFTER  4OGETHER FUNDS ALLOCATED TO )RAQ AND !FGHANISTAN 






































    
-IDDLE %AST AND 
THE -EDITERRANEAN     
!FRICA     
%URASIA FORMER 




    
!SIA     
/CEANIA 0ACIFIC 
)SLANDS	  v   
.ORTH !MERICA v v   NA
#ROSS2EGIONAL 
0ROGRAMS   NA NA NA



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COUNTRIES OF %UROPE %LECTORAL  ASSISTANCE  IS  RELATIVELY  LOW EVERYWHERE 
BUT ESPECIALLY IN THE -IDDLE %AST %ASTERN %UROPE AND %URASIA 
4HE 53 2ECORD ON $EMOCRACY !SSISTANCE














LAR COUNTRIES  RATHER  THAN A QUICKFIX APPROACH LASTING ONLY ONE OR  TWO 
YEARS -ANY OF  THE COUNTRIES  THAT HAVE  RECEIVED DEMOCRACY ASSISTANCE 





  4HE  INCREASES  IN 53!)$ $EMOCRACY  AND 'OVERNANCE  EXPENDITURES 
SINCE   REFLECT  A  CLEAR  SHIFT  IN 53 PRIORITIES  REGARDING DEMOCRACY 
ASSISTANCE ONE  THAT PREDATED  THE CONTROVERSIAL MILITARY ACTIONS  IN !F






















































INSTITUTIONS  SUCH  AS  THE  .ATIONAL  %NDOWMENT  FOR  $EMOCRACY  .%$	  !CCORDING  TO  THE 
DATA PRESENTED BY THE ANNUAL REPORT ON 53 /VERSEAS ,OANS AND 'RANTS FUNDS ALLOCATED 
INTERNATIONALLY BY .%$ BETWEEN  AND  REPRESENTED ON AVERAGE  PERCENT OF THE 
ANNUAL 53!)$ $EMOCRACY  AND 'OVERNANCE  BUDGET  DURING  THE  SAME  PERIOD  3EE  *AMES 











   4HE AREA OF %LECTIONS AND 0OLITICAL 0ROCESSES  INCLUDES ACTIVITIES CORRESPONDING  TO 
VARIOUS  ASPECTS  OF  ELECTORAL  ASSISTANCE  SUPPORT  FOR  THE DEVELOPMENT OF  A  POLITICALPARTY 
SYSTEM AND LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION 2ULE OF ,AW INCLUDES HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAMS AND 
FUNDING  FOR  LEGAL  AND  JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENT #IVIL 3OCIETY  INCLUDES PROGRAMS PROMOTING 
INDEPENDENT MASS MEDIA CIVIC EDUCATION AND LABOR AND 'OVERNANCE A VERY BROAD CAT




    4HIS  FIGURE  PROBABLY  UNDERESTIMATES  THE  CONTINUITY  AMONG  RECIPIENTS  SINCE  OUR 
OBSERVATIONS ARE  LIMITED  TO  THE PERIOD FROM   THROUGH  3PACE  LIMITS PREVENT US 
FROM DISCUSSING VOLATILITY IN LEVELS OF INVESTMENT WHICH IS A DIFFERENT BUT CLOSELY RELATED 
ISSUE THAT DESERVES CAREFUL ATTENTION
